
Repertoire

 JOHN PHILIP SOUSA Invincible Eagle 4’

 WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART The Magic Flute Overture 3’

 WILLIAM GRANT STILL Africa, Mvt. 3 “Land of Superstition” 4’

 AGNES BASHIR “Feast” from Arabic Suite 2’

 HUANG RUO Folk Songs for Orchestra
  1. Flower Drum Song from Feng Yang 2’

 ARY BARROSO Brasil 3’

 DUKE ELLINGTON Ellington Fantasy 4’
 (arr. Ralph Hermann)

 JOHN STAFFORD SMITH The Star-Spangled Banner 2’
 words by Francis Scott Key

For 5th-8th grades
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For 5th-8th grades

Lesson 1 — Musical Form

Objective
Using the music of European composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and American composer John Philip Sousa, students will 
compare and contrast two musical forms. They will explore the origins and will understand and identify key elements of each 
musical form.

Suggested Materials
•  Fact sheets for two composers: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart & John Philip Sousa (provided)
•  Recordings of Mozart’s Magic Flute Overture & Sousa’s Invincible Eagle  

(audio links can be found at https://bpo.org/music-for-youth-hub/)
•  Musical Form guides (provided)

New York State Arts Standards
MU:Re7.1.5a-8a  
MU:Re7.2.5a-8a
MU:Re8.1.5a-8a

New York State English Language Arts & Literacy Standards
Reading, Standard 1
Writing, Standard 2 & 6
Speaking & Listening, Standard 1, 2, & 4
Language, Standard 1, & 2

New York State Social Studies Standards
Standard 1: History of the United States and New York 
Standard 2: World History

Procedure
1)   Form in music refers to the musical architecture or the way the music is structured.

2)   The opera, The Magic Flute, is structured in two acts with an opening, introductory instrumental overture. The overture played 
before the curtain opens sets the stage for the action and music to follow, and helps the audience to emotionally prepare for 
the opera. During Mozart’s time, the overture did not always reference melodic themes heard in the rest of the opera, but the 
slow introduction to The Magic Flute Overture does contain three chords that are heard at significant points throughout the 
opera. The Magic Flute Overture is in 3-section Sonata form. 

 a)   Introduce students to sonata form using the guide below. The exposition first presents two themes; a middle 
development section varies and develops those themes; and a final recapitulation section re-states the main themes. 
Guide students in describing the musical elements of each section. 

  i.   After the slow introduction, you hear a fast theme that begins quietly and builds in intensity. What instrument(s) 
introduce the second, contrasting theme in a new key? What musical techniques help introduce the new theme?

  ii.   Can you identify when the Development section of the Overture begins? Mozart develops the main  
themes through various keys throughout the middle Development section. 

  iii.   Can you hear when Mozart restates the main themes from the Exposition  
with some variation in the Recapitulation section at the end of the Overture?
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3)   March music originated in purpose to regulate the functioning of armies in the field by communicating orders, and keeping  
time during marching and maneuvers, as well to boost morale among ranks. Over time, march music evolved to being 
performed during ceremonies and as a source of entertainment, even being used to decorate circus acts.

 a)   Marches are typically made up of three common elements: contrasting sections, called strains; several different 
melodies; and a trio section that repeats variations of the previous strains.

 b)   Introduce students to the form of a march using the guide below. Explain that each letter represents a different section 
in the piece. Discuss the musical elements that define each unique section of the march. What are some musical 
characteristics that differentiate the sections? What are common elements that can be found in each section?

 c)   Have students listen to the recording of Sousa’s Invincible Eagle. Upon the second listening, have students notate the 
time stamp in which they hear each new section begin. Have them support their claim by providing examples of musical 
elements they heard that aided them in their conclusion. How did the dynamics change in the Trio section? What 
instruments played the melody in the second strain? How does the melody contrast with the previous strain?

4)   Have students select a piece of music they enjoy listening to and determine the musical form. Have them identify when  
the melody changes, when it repeats, and when any new themes are introduced. Students may notate their findings  
using time stamps.

Lesson 1 — Musical Form ( c o n t i n u e d )



Exposition: includes 2 themes (called subjects) that contrast with each other. The first theme is often called the principal theme, 
and the second theme is called the subordinate theme. A connecting episode of music is typically heard before the second theme 
enters, which is contrasted in a different key, melody or rhythm.

Development: The musical material introduced in the Exposition is reworked and extended through different musical techniques, 
which could include sequencing, imitation, augmentation (lengthening of notes) and diminution (shortening of notes), modulation 
(change from one key to another), and new rhythms.

Recapitulation: a repeat of the Exposition with some changes to add variety. The second theme is often in the original key.  
Composers may add ornamentation (embellishment of the melody) or alter the length of the themes.

Coda (optional): an optional ending typically in the original key the Exposition began with that acts as a strong finish
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Introduction: typically 4, 8 or 16 measures long and sets the mood of the music

First Strain: first melody of the march; typically 8 or 16 measures long; repeated with added counter-melodies, often with dynamic 
contrast

Second Strain: introduction of a second melody; typically 16 measures long; repeated; often played softer for contrast or by dif-
ferent instruments than the first strain

Trio: featured section of the march; third, main melody emerges; immediate change in the dynamic level from loud to soft; tonal 
center, or key signature, changes; typically 32 measures long; most contrasting of all the sections

Break Strain: the louder, more intense part of a march, serves as a break between the softer trio sections; fourth melody emerges

Coda: a final return to the Trio theme played much more loudly, which is often the most exciting section of the march

Stinger: the last measure of the march contains a chord played in unison by the entire ensemble; can be compared to an exclama-
tion mark at the end of a sentence
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
•  One of the greatest composers in the history  

of Western music
•  Worked as a composer, conductor, virtuoso pianist, 

organist and violinist
•  Born in Salzburg, Austria
•  Scared of the trumpet as a young boy
•  Spoke 15 languages
•  Composed several famous operas including  

The Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,  
and The Magic Flute

•  If you were to listen to Mozart’s entire body  
of work straight through, it would take  
202 hours, or about 8 days

•  Died in Vienna in 1791 at the age of 35

The Magic Flute
•  Fairytale story about a damsel in distress and  

the handsome prince who rescues her
•  Written in the Singspiel style, a form of German-

language music drama that includes both singing 
and spoken dialogue

•  Mozart himself conducted the orchestra in the 
premiere of the opera, just a few months before 
his death

•  The Overture was not completed until two days  
before the premiere, meaning the orchestra likely 
had to sight-read it on opening night, not an  
uncommon practice for the time period

•  Most popular of Mozart’s operas and the second 
most performed opera globally
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John Philip Sousa
•  American composer of march music
•  Known fondly as “The March King”
•  Born in Washington, D.C.
•  Studied violin, music theory & composition
•  Served as conductor of the United States  

Marine Band for 12 years
•  Aided in the development of the sousaphone
•  Organized The Sousa Band which toured  

in America and around the world
•  Wrote over 130 marches
•  “The Stars & Stripes Forever” was adopted in 

1987 as the national march of the United States
•  Died in Reading, Pennsylvania at the age of 77

Invincible Eagle
•  Written for the Pan American Exposition  

World Fair in Buffalo, NY
•  Written by John Philip Sousa on a train  

between Buffalo and New York City
•  Premiered in Philadelphia on May 30, 1901
•  Sousa believed this march would become  

his greatest hit
•  Sousa considered titling the march  

“Spirit of Niagara”
•  Sousa designated this march as one of his  

“sunshine” marches, as it conveys the military  
spirit at its lightest and brightest 
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Lesson 2 — Cultural Influence & Musical Expression

Objective
Students will identify and understand ways in which composers use music to express meaning and convey emotion.  
They will explore how music is shaped by culture and how composers’ artistic choices are influenced by their own  
cultural heritage, using selections by Agnes Bashir, Ary Barroso, Huang Ruo and William Grant Still. 

Suggested Materials
•  Recordings of Agnes Bashir’s “Feast” from Arabic Suite, Ary Barroso’s Brasil,  

Huang Ruo’s Flower Drum Song from Feng Yang, and William Grant Still’s Africa, Movement 3.  
(audio links can be found at https://bpo.org/music-for-youth-hub/)

•  Composer Fact Sheets (provided)

New York State Arts Standards
MU:Re7.1.5a-8a
MU:Re7.2.5a-8a
MU:Re8.1.5a-8a

New York State English Language Arts & Literacy Standards
Reading, Standard 1, 2 & 4
Speaking & Listening, Standard 1, 2, 4 & 6
Language, Standard 1, 3, 4 & 6

New York State Social Studies Standards
Standard 1: History of the United States and New York
Standard 2: World History

Procedure
1)   Music is often reflective of a composer’s own heritage. Composers are influenced by their environment and personal 

experiences and make artistic choices that reflect their background. In this lesson, we will explore how music by four different 
composers reflects each of their unique heritages and how each individual’s culture influenced the musical choices they made. 

2)   Have students read through the Composer Fact Sheet for Agnes Bashir and listen to the recording of “Feast” from her  
Arabic Suite. How did the instrument(s) support the steady beat and rhythm throughout the music? How is the tempo  
used to encourage dancing? See if the students can feel the macro and micro beat.

3)   Have students read through the Composer Fact Sheet for Huang Ruo and listen to Flower Drum Song from Feng Yang. Discuss 
with students the influence of Chinese folk songs on Huang Ruo’s composition. How are instruments used in place of traditional 
song lyrics to convey meaning? How does Ruo make use of percussion instruments to reflect the traditional drum song?

4)   Play Ary Barroso’s Brasil for students. After listening for a while, ask them to describe the music. Have they heard it before? 
How might they move to this music? Have students read through the Composer Fact Sheet for Ary Barroso. What rhythmic 
elements reflect the traditional samba dance beat? How does Brasil highlight the cultural importance of music and dance in 
Brazil?

5)   Have students read through the Composer Fact Sheet for William Grant Still.  
Then have students listen to the recording of Africa, Movement 3 “Land of Superstition”  
and ask them to describe the music. What musical choices did Still make to create  
the mood? What role does rhythm play in the movement? How are the rhythms  
and melodies reflective of African culture?

For 5th-8th grades
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Lesson 2 — Cultural Influence & Musical Expression ( c o n t i n u e d )

Agnes Bashir

Agnes Bashir was born in Tbilisi Georgia. She possessed an 
innate talent for music beginning at a very young age, having 
won first prize in a 20th century music competition at age 14. 

She studied composition and piano at the Russian Academy of 
Music. After marrying fellow Iraqi musician, Fikri Bashir, Agnes 
moved to Iraq and has since worked as a concert pianist, 
composer, and music teacher at the Music and Ballet School 
and the Fine Arts Institute. Along with her husband, she is 
one of the founding members of the Music and Ballet School 
and the Baghdad Chamber Ensemble and was involved in the 
reorganization of the Symphonic Orchestra. 

Since 1992, Bashir has lived in Jordan where she worked with the National Music Conservatory and performed 
her own compositions in festivals, including the Spring Festival in Paris and the 10th International Congress for 
“Women in Music” in Los Angeles. 

In 1998 she was awarded the Medal of Recognition from the Italian Prime Minister for Equal Opportunities for 
Men and Women. Bashir also established the Arab Alliance of Women in Music (AAWM) in 2000, dedicated to 
fostering creativity and communication in music. In 2009, the AAWM established the Open Jordanian Youth Or-
chestra, a summer program where students ages 10-22 have the chance to study music free of charge.

“Feast” from Arabic Suite

Arabic Suite was written in Iraq and evokes traditional Arabic music sounds. “Feast” incorporates the traditional 
rhythms and tune of the chobi dance. The music represents a celebratory feast in the streets with food and lots of 
dancing. The chobi is a traditional Iraqi dance performed at festive occasions, such as weddings and holidays. The 
focus of the dance is footwork, and it is important for dancers to synchronize movement with their partners. It is 
performed in a long line (or circle) while holding hands and is traditionally danced with the two people at the ends 
of the line with swords. In this dance, women and men are permitted to dance together. Musical accompaniment 
typically includes a qanun, a zither-like string instrument, as well as traditional Iraqi drums.



Lesson 2 — Cultural Influence & Musical Expression ( c o n t i n u e d )

Huang Ruo

Huang Ruo was born in Hainan Island, China in 1976, the year the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution ended. His father, who is also a composer, 
began teaching him composition and piano when he was six years old. 
Growing up in the 1980s and 1990s, when China was opening up to 
the Western world, Ruo received both traditional Chinese and Western 
education at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. As a result of the 
dramatic cultural and economic changes in China following the Cultural 
Revolution, his education expanded from studying Classical composers to 
include the Beatles, rock and roll, heavy metal, and jazz. 

After winning the Henry Mancini Award at the 1995 International Film and 
Music Festival in Switzerland, Ruo moved to the United States to further 
his education. He earned a Bachelor of Music from Oberlin Conservatory 
of Music and both a Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts in composition from The Juilliard School.

Huang Ruo’s diverse compositional works span from orchestra, chamber music, opera, theater, and dance to 
cross-genre, sound installation, multi-media, experimental improvisation, folk rock, and film. He currently teaches 
composition at the Mannes College of Music in New York and was selected as a Young Leader Fellow by the 
National Committee on United States-China Relations in 2006.

Flower Drum Song from Feng Yang

Folk songs reflect the life, culture, and soul of a civilization. Fengyang Flower Drum is a traditional Chinese folk 
song. Originally, the song was sorrowful, as it was used by the Chinese people to beg in the streets after a plague 
of droughts and floods devastated their region. Traditionally, the song is sung with drum accompaniment. As the 
song grew in popularity, it evolved to include dance and other forms of theatrical performance and became a 
symbol of Chinese culture.



Lesson 2 — Cultural Influence & Musical Expression ( c o n t i n u e d )

Ary Barroso

Composer and Brazilian songwriter Ary Barroso was one of the most 
influential writers of samba music. He played piano for silent films  
in movie theaters, and later became a successful composer of hit songs  
for Carnaval, the annual celebratory Brazilian festival.

In addition to his music career, Ary Barroso also trained to be a lawyer  
and worked as a radio announcer, writer, comic, reporter, producer, TV 
show host and soccer commentator. During the 1930s he wrote many  
of samba singer Carmen Miranda’s best-known songs. 

Barroso helped create a new genre of samba music that emphasized 
melody more than rhythm and featured more complex harmonies. This style of samba can be found in his 
“Aquarela do Brasil” (“Watercolor of Brazil”), better known around the world as, “Brazil.” The 1942 Disney film 
Saludos Amigos made the song an international hit and it is widely recognized today. 

Brasil

Ary Barroso wrote “Aquarela do Brasil” one night when a heavy rainstorm prevented him from leaving his home. 
The title translates “Watercolor of Brazil,” a reference to the rain and watercolor painting. Composed in 1939, it 
is one of the works most representative of Brazil, which brings together musical elements of the genre of samba 
called exaltaçao (exaltation samba) characterized by a broad melody and large orchestration. The song marked 
the creation of a new genre within samba music. Today, the song has been recorded by countless artists around 
the world and used in several movies.



Lesson 2 — Cultural Influence & Musical Expression ( c o n t i n u e d )

William Grant Still
William Grant Still was an African American composer that lived from 1895 to 
1978. He was born into a musical “golden era,” where jazz, pop, classical, and 
even film music overlapped as never before. Still’s early childhood years were 
also during a time of racial segregation.

He enjoyed great success during his lifetime as a composer and a conductor, 
and he achieved many firsts for African Americans – he was the first to conduct 
a major American symphony orchestra (Los Angeles Philharmonic), the first to 
have a symphony he wrote performed by a leading orchestra (Rochester Philharmonic), the first to have an opera 
performed by a major opera company (New York City Opera), and the first to have an opera performed on national 
television (PBS). 

Still grew up in Little Rock, Arkansas and was encouraged in his interest in music by his mother and his 
stepfather. He listened to classical records, went to concerts, listened to his grandmother sing spirituals, and 
learned to play violin. When he went to college, he first studied medicine, but while he was there, he learned to 
play several instruments. He also conducted the school band, organized concerts featuring his compositions, and 
began considering a career as a classical composer. This was at a time when there were no professional African 
American classical composers in America. 

After serving in the military during World War I, he ended up following his love for music into a career composing 
and arranging it. He worked for the great jazz and blues musician and composer, W.C. Handy, and ended up in 
Harlem where he connected with the Harlem Renaissance, a period of flourishing African American culture in 
literature, art, theater, and music.

Africa
Still finished his piece titled Africa around 1927. He wanted to write a piece 
that reflected his African heritage and the cultural connection he felt to 
Africa as an African American. He studied African music and African culture 
for many, many years before writing this piece. Africa is a depiction of the 
African American experience. The piece is in the form of a symphonic poem. 
A symphonic poem is a piece of orchestral music which illustrates or evokes 
the content of a poem, short story, novel, painting, or landscape. 

The third movement is titled, “Land of Superstition,” and it celebrates the 
importance of stories, myths, and folklore in African cultures. This movement uses some melodies that are inspired 
by African songs, and rhythm is central in driving the steady beat. Rhythm is very important in African music, which 
is reflected in the vast number of drums and percussion instruments found in African cultures. There are as many 
different rhythms played in African music as there are drums. But even through all the complex rhythms,  
you can usually find a very steady beat.



Lesson 3 — Your Musical Heritage

Objective
Students will listen to and understand the immigration experiences of several BPO musicians, as well as students at local Buffalo 
Public schools. Students will research their own family history to learn about their ancestry and share their family’s heritage with their 
peers. They will research the musical traditions of their culture and present their findings to the class..

Suggested Materials
•  Video recordings of BPO musician & student interviews  

(videos can be found at https://bpo.org/music-for-youth-hub/)

New York State Arts Standards
MU:Re7.1.5a-8a
MU:Re7.2.6b-8b

New York State English Language Arts & Literacy Standards
Writing, Standard 1, 4, 5, 6 & 7
Speaking & Listening, Standard 1, 2, 4 & 5
Language, Standard 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6

New York State Social Studies Standards
Standard 2: World History
Standard 3: Geography

Procedure
1)   Have students watch the video clips of BPO musician and student interviews sharing individual immigration experiences.

2)   Discuss with students how these people may have felt moving to a different country where they aren’t familiar with the culture, 
language, or customs. Have you ever been somewhere you were unfamiliar with or experienced something new? How did it make 
you feel?

3)   Have students research their own lineage and cultural background to see if any family members were part of the immigration 
experience. Did your family come to the United States from a different country? What is your family’s heritage? Are there any 
traditions or customs your family partakes in that are unique to your heritage or ethnicity? Have students compile their findings to 
share with the class.

4)   During the research process, have students select a musical practice or custom that reflects  
their family’s cultural background. Have them describe the elements and cultural significance  
of the music and share a musical performance example (audio or video) with the class.

5)   Have students compile their research into a presentation to share with the class.

For 5th-8th grades
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